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Open Doors for Open Minds:
Contemporary art uncovered

Wonderful things can happen between
disciplines, but you don’t need to tear down
the walls. There are doors. (Just leave them
unlocked).1
The works on view in Open Doors developed
within a series of concentrations or cognate
ÄLSKZ!UV[HIS`-PST7YVK\J[PVU"0U[LYTLKPH"
-PIYLZHUK4H[LYPHS7YHJ[PJLZ"7OV[VNYHWO`"
7YPU[4LKPH"7HPU[PUNHUK+YH^PUN"HUK
Sculpture and Installation. These are not
traditional concentrations in their purpose
I\[HZJVNUH[LÄLSKZ0SPRL[V[OPURM\UJ[PVU
as open spaces for multiple events to occur.
Related through a common enterprise and not
to a single history or common heritage, each
grows independently of the other. Tradition,
or heritage, is often thought of as a tree,
with multiple branches connected to a single
stem emanating from a common root. Here
this is exchanged for a particular diversity
of simultaneous actions, distinct but at least
upright and pointed more or less in the same
direction. In history, biology, language, and
ZJPLU[PÄJÄLSKZHZH]PZ\HSHPK[OL[YLLOHZ
a long and valuable tradition for describing
L]VS]PUNPKLHZHUKWH[[LYUZVM[OV\NO["Z[PSS
functional as an organizational and descriptive
model - we are after all in our own ‘vascular
trees’ this living embodiment - yet conceptually,
it has long exhausted its purpose as a
meaningful device for interpreting the place of
art in culture and society, particularly in relation
to the connection of artistic ideas transmitted
through culture today.
In some way in our approach, at least
described by discipline, art is still presented
along these evolutionary lines, where each
discipline is connected to the idea of a
YLÄULKZ[\KPVWYHJ[PJLZ[LTTPUNMYVT[OL
common ancestry of our particular history of
art and the academies’ role in transmitting

the relevant techniques of art over time. Yet
in practice, here in studio arts today, these
JVNUH[LÄLSKZHYLWYLJPZLS`[OLÅHYL[OH[
blinds this evolutionary light. The degree of

VM[OLZLÄLSKZ;OPZKVLZOV^L]LYYHPZL[OL
important issue of transformation of knowledge
between artists and those whose expertise
lies in these domains. Since questions arise

There is no way out of it, “we are now in
a material environment,” says Jonathan
Crary, “where earlier 20th century models of
spectatorship, contemplation and experience

both material and intellectual exchange is
in a multitude of directions, simultaneously
dominating contemporary art as well as the site
of production—the studio, to the extent that one
JHUUV[KLÄUL[OLJVU[LU[VMHY[[OYV\NOWYLJPZL
material description alone.

about a generation of artists whose connection
to history is probably estranged, since history
appears to be useful only as an open resource
to re-mix, makeover, re-position and reinterpret, everything about this attitude points to
dramatic cultural changes in which the network
VMPKLHZHUKPUÅ\LUJLZPZTLHZ\YLKVUS`I`
the complexity of experience in one’s unique
cultural context. There is no single organized
way to achieve one’s goals: a paradox that
forms the challenge to both teaching art, equally
as it is a challenge to interpreting art through its
convention and practice.

are inadequate for understanding conditions
of cultural creation and reception.”2 The
tension expressed in these works on display
is precisely because they teeter on the edge
of these circumstances that dominate social
thought between depletion and renewal,
belief and reason, digital and analogue, living
and dead. Each of these artists attached to
VULVY[OLV[OLYJVNUH[LÄLSKL_WYLZZLZPU
their work a sense of dissonance, a depletion
of some form of social and cultural values
embedded in history, while engaged in a kind of
renewal based on completely different referent
points. Up to a decade ago heterotopic space
would feature as a topic in a course outline,
PU[YVK\JPUNHUL^ºPKLH»"MVY[OPZNLULYH[PVU
heterotopia is the practice of everyday life. If we
love art and what artists make, we will always
ÄUKV\YZLS]LZVU[OLLKNLPUV\YYLZWLJ[LK
places in society and culture.

Where art is made, the studio, is equally
under review as that of the work presented
in it. Since Carl Andre has claimed to be the
ÄYZ[WVZ[Z[\KPVHY[PZ[[OLZ[\KPVPZVULVM[OL
proactive spaces in the radical transformation of
contemporary art. It too has turned the corner.
We are now dealing with a workplace that has
divided itself up into complex parts, often split
into more than one location pertinent to its
context. Not only is there a structural change,
I\[HZ[\KPVJVUJLW[\HSS`JHUILHU`^OLYL"
production is already outsourced, now ‘work’
is able to be ‘transported’ digitally any place
and be delivered anywhere in the world,
materialized on site, and this is not hyperbole.
This balance between systems of perception
HUKYLÄULTLU[VM[LJOUPX\LZHZJLU[YHSM\UJ[PVU
of the studio has tipped completely, yet the
nineteenth century idea of a studio for technical
HUKWLYJLW[\HSYLÄULTLU[Z[PSSWLYZPZ[Z;OL
PUÅ\LUJLVMT\ZJSLTHJOPULZHISL[VWYPU[PU+
on the go, so to speak, with the ever-perpetual
expanse of virtual space, contribute to the
varied operations in this new studio work place.
In this respect, the separation into cognate
ÄLSKZWYV]PKLZÄYZ[HJVUJLW[\HSZWHJLMVY
shared concerns and, second, the potential for
individuals to seek out new resources as well
as develop new spaces for expression in real
time. The distinguishing feature here is that
there is neither a head nor is there a foot in each

;OLYLMVYLLHJOJVNUH[LÄLSKH[[YHJ[Z\W[V
twelve individuals who share in the common
NVHSVMMVJ\ZPUNVUHZWLJPÄJPU[LSSLJ[\HS
and material development, a community of
like-minded peers one can say, engaged in
familiar sets of issues and concerns in practice
for developing a common language, or even
shaping an artistic identity. Perhaps most
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`HJVNUH[LÄLSKOHZ[OLZ[YH[LNPJ
function of being a point of departure into new
areas of thought taking on new conceptual and
theoretical challenges should students’ ideas
take them this route. The passage between
[OLZLÄLSKZJHUILÅ\PKHUKZOV\SK^OLYL
possible, be kept open. The paradox here is
where there is a higher degree of technical skill
(programming, for example) the less likelihood
corridors for communication are opened. The
international scope of the artists currently in the
program, from Iceland to Iran, Mexico City to
Montreal - visibly exert their social and cultural
presence, which adds to the complexity of the
artistic community in its diversity and gives the
program its particular edge.

Currently artists Erika Adams, Jean-Claude
Bustros, Geneviève Cadieux, Guylaine
+PVUUL(UKYL^+\[RL^`JO,SPaH.YPMÄ[OZ
Emily Hermant, Richard Kerr, Louise Lamarre,
Barbara Layne, Mitch Mitchell, Leila Sujir, Kelly
Thompson, Bill Vorn, Janet Werner and myself
lead these exchanges in each of these cognate
ÄLSKZ;OLX\LZ[PVUZVM[OLZ[\KPV[OLWYHJ[PJL
and the presentation of art, form the keystones
to this intellectual arch. Curators, critics,
theoreticians, writers Stéphane Aquin, Ingrid
Bachmann, Renée Baert, George Bogardi,
Tim Clark, Lon Dubinsky, Nicole Gingras, J.P.
Lefebvre, Laurie Milner, Catherine Russell and
Cheryl Simon, complement them through their
key seminars, engaging in theoretical debates
on current topics in art and culture.
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Portes ouvertes pour esprits ouverts :
l’art contemporain mis au jour

I could not say what the future of the university
art program or art school might look like. Yet as
we raise the curtain on these artistic practices,
so to speak, we share in a kind of impending
vision shaping our present, at the same time
simultaneously unveiling a new attitude to
graduate studies in the neighborhood of visual
arts and culture at Concordia. Here in these
works, in this visual record, is a clear indication
of the transformation we either bump into or
clash with in these unique world-views. I think
Richard Rorty might have the last word with his
rumination on Bildung3VYLKPÄJH[PVU^OLYLPU
T`VWPUPVUHY[HZHIYHUJOVM[OV\NO[LKPÄLZ
in practice the experience of our daily lives.
Education or self-formation Rorty says, is about
¸¯ÄUKPUNHUL^HUKTVYLPU[LYLZ[PUN^H`VM
expressing ourselves, and thus of coping with
the world. From the educational, as opposed to
the epistemological or technological, point of
view, the way things are said is more important
than the possession of truths.”4 I like to think
that good art gives us the opportunity for these
YLÅLJ[PVUZHUK^OLYLP[JHUZJYPW[V\Y[OV\NO[Z

Trevor Gould
Graduate Program Director
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+LZJOVZLZTHNUPÄX\LZWL\]LU[ZLWYVK\PYL
entre disciplines, et il n’est pas nécessaire
K»HIH[[YLKLZT\YZ0SL_PZ[LKLZWVY[LZ0SZ\MÄ[
de les laisser déverrouillées.)1

Les œuvres présentées dans Open
Doors ont été élaborées dans le cadre
de diverses concentrations ou champs
connexes, notamment ceux de la production
cinématographique, de l’intermédialité, de
pratiques en art et techniques textiles, de la
photographie, de la gravure, de la peinture et
du dessin, de la sculpture et de l’installation.
Ces concentrations ne sont pas traditionnelles
par leurs objectifs, mais j’aime penser qu’elles
fonctionnent, en tant que champs connexes,
comme des espaces ouverts où peuvent
advenir de multiples événements. Reliées par
une entreprise commune, mais ne relevant
pas d’une seule histoire ou d’un patrimoine
commun, elles grandissement indépendamment
les unes des autres. La tradition, ou le
patrimoine, est souvent vue comme un arbre
dont les nombreuses branches sont liées à
un tronc unique issu d’une racine commune.
Ici, le modèle a été troqué pour une diversité
singulière d’actions simultanées et distinctes,
mais verticales et orientées plus ou moins
dans la même direction. Dans les champs de
l’histoire, de la biologie, des langues et de
la science, l’arbre a une longue et précieuse
tradition comme soutien visuel servant à décrire
le développement des idées et des tendances
KLSHWLUZtL"LUJVYLMVUJ[PVUULSJVTTL
modèle organisationnel et descriptif (après tout,
chacun d’entre nous en est une incarnation
vivante dans son « arbre vasculaire »), l’arbre
a toutefois conceptuellement épuisé son utilité
LU[HU[X\LTtJHUPZTLZPNUPÄJH[PMWLYTL[[HU[
d’interpréter la place de l’art dans la culture et
la société, surtout en ce qui a trait à la manière

dont la culture actuelle transmet ses idées
artistiques.
D’une certaine façon, dans notre approche – du
moins selon sa description par discipline –,
l’art est encore présenté en termes de lignes
évolutionnaires, où chaque discipline est liée
à l’idée d’une pratique en atelier perfectionnée
qui découle de l’ascendance commune de
notre propre histoire de l’art et du rôle des
HJHKtTPLZKHUZSH[YHUZTPZZPVUH\ÄSK\
temps, de techniques artistiques pertinentes.
Pourtant aujourd’hui, en pratique, en Studio
Arts, ces champs connexes sont précisément
le signal lumineux qui aveugle cette lumière
évolutionnaire. Le degré d’échanges à la fois
matériels et intellectuels grouille dans une
multitude de sens, dominant à la fois l’art
contemporain et le site de production – l’atelier
¶KHUZSHTLZ\YLVS»VUULWL\[WHZKtÄUPY
le contenu de l’art par une simple description
matérielle précise.
Le lieu où l’art se fait, l’atelier, est examiné tout
autant que les travaux qui y sont présentés.
Depuis la déclaration de Carl Andre à l’effet qu’il
était le premier artiste « post-atelier », l’atelier
est devenu l’un des espaces proactifs dans la
transformation radicale de l’art contemporain.
Lui aussi a franchi un tournant critique. Nous
avons maintenant affaire à un lieu de travail
qui s’est divisé en parties complexes, qui
se partage souvent en plus d’un endroit
dépendant du contexte. Il s’agit non seulement
d’un changement structurel, puisque l’atelier
peut conceptuellement être situé n’importe
V"SHWYVK\J[PVULZ[KtQnKVUUtLLUZV\Z
[YHP[HUJL"L[SL[YH]HPS®WL\[THPU[LUHU[v[YL
« transporté » et livré partout dans le monde
par voie numérique, matérialisé sur place – et
ceci n’est pas une hyperbole. Même si cet
équilibre entre les systèmes de perception et
le perfectionnement des techniques comme
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)V[OÄSTHUKWOV[VNYHWO`HYLTVZ[]PZPIS`
challenged by new technology. The issue
at stake in moving image works is of the
¸JPULTH[PJPTHNLHM[LYÄST¹1LMMYL`:OH^HUK
Peter Weibel). It is in moving image and screenbased media where new models of perception
and modes of presentation are challenged so
completely, where description today becomes
OPZ[VY`[VTVYYV^6ULLSLTLU[ZPNUPÄJHU[S`
impacting on these artists’ work is how time is
experienced, according to Ashley Sabin. This
pressing issue points to the fragmentation of
time, to a relationship with - and an experience
of - time that has changed completely the very
UH[\YLVMÄST+YH^PUNPU[OLZL]HYPHUJLZSPRL
a black hole are the relations of the audience,
the content, the presentation of the moving
image, and ultimately how these works perform
in a public context. A more graphic illustration
is to note the dramatic difference between
JLSS\SVPKÄST^P[OP[ZMYHTLZWLYZLJVUKHUK
potentially in the hands of these artists, cameras
that now record at 300 frames per second.
Or consider how the computer trackpad
and mouse creates havoc with any narrative
sequence or timeline.

Ashley Sabin and Jonathan Palomar focus on
the screening event. Ashley Sabin produces
screen-based work that delivers documentary
narrative in beautiful, engaging works of social
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The variety of work is expressed here in multiple
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moving image installations while
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If I could use the word transcendent, these
artists are pushed to the end to interpret their
world while challenging their time.
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FILM PRODUCTION

VICTOR ARROYO

My work is concerned with the changing
nature of revolutionary praxis, what’s often
referred to as political and activist art. I
developed a dialogue between overloaded
categories such as political, oppositional and
Z\I]LYZP]LHY[[VLUJV\YHNLYLÅLJ[PVUUV[
VUS`HIV\[[OLLMÄJHJ`VMHY[PZ[PJMVYTZVM
resistance, but also about the very nature of
WVSP[PJHSÄSTTHRPUN
I am interested in transnationalism,
displacement and ideologies of power,
working with such notions as discursive
diasporas, geographies of exclusion and
structural violence. My research deals with
the disappearance of collective memory and
OV^UV]LSJVUÄN\YH[PVUZVMTLTVY`JHUIL
re-instituted.
—
VICTOR-ARROYO.COM

Still from Turcot 2.0 Narratives of Displacement, 4 channel
video installation, HD, SD .24 mins, 2012
CCA - Canadian Center for Architecture, Exhibition ABC:MTL
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Andréanne Abbondanza-Bergeron’s art
practice consists of sculpture and installation
that reacts to everyday social interactions and
the environment that surrounds us. Her artwork
OHZILLUPUÅ\LUJLKI`OLY[YHPUPUNPU[OLHY[Z
(BFA, MA in Art Education, MFA in Sculpture),
architectural design studies, as well as by
early exposure to psychological theories. Her
installations, sculptures and performances
have been presented in Germany, UK, Belgium
as well as in the United-States and Canada.
abbondanzabergeron.com
Born in Bogotá, Colombia, Laura Acosta
immigrated to Canada in 2000. She began
her Fine Art studies at Fanshawe College in
London, Ontario, and accomplished her BFA in
Interdisciplinary practices at NSCAD University
in Halifax, NS. She completed residencies/
self directed research in Argentina, Bolivia,
Peru and Colombia. Laura has exhibited work
in South America at SolangeGuez Galley and
EGGO art fair (BSAS, Argentina), Residencia
Corazón (La Plata, Argentina). In Canada, at The
Arts Project (London, ON) and SSC (Toronto,
ON). In the US, at Friends of Freiheit (North
Adams, MA) and Art Basel Week: Aqua Hotel
(Miami, FL). Represented by: Solange Guez Arte
Contemporaneo Gallery, Buenos Aires, Argentina
lauramariaacosta.tumblr.com
After graduating with her BFA from Emily
Carr University in 2009, Lesley Anderson
worked closely with artists at a collaborative
printmaking studio for four years. She
continued to develop her practice, showing at
and writing for artist run centres in Vancouver.
She exhibited during the Vancouver 2010
Olympics as part of a public art project in
conjunction with TransLink BC. The following
year her work was acquired by the Gordon
and Marion Smith Collection and shown at the
West Vancouver Museum. In 2011 she did a
residency at the Banff Centre and exhibited
in China as part of the Qijiang International
Print Exhibition. Most recently, Lesley was a

'#'

recipient of the BC Arts Council Scholarship
Award, and showed at the Surrey Art Gallery,
in Vancouver.
lesleyanderson.ca
Marilou André is a visual artist who uses
urban intervention in order to produce
sculptural installations, public art projects
and writing. Her latest series of urban
interventions to cast pot holes led to the
realization of a participative installation for the
exhibition “Enracinement” at Art Souterrain
Festival in March 2014. She also participated
to the exhibition “Eyes on Protest” at the
AHVA Gallery of University of British Columbia
in March 2013.
marilouandre.com
Victor Arroyo
(UL_WLYPTLU[HSÄSTTHRLY^VYRPUN^P[O
KVJ\TLU[HY`ÄSTTHRPUN]PKLVHY[HUK]PKLV
installation. He was born in 1977 in Mexico,
from the marriage between Reynaldo Arroyo
and Leticia Avila. Lives in Montreal, Canada,
happily married to Anggie since 2009.
Leonardo-Kai, his son, born in December
2011, calls him Papa every morning.
victor-arroyo.com
David Arseneau is an Acadian artist. He is
a member of The New Acadian Republic,
Super Hell Society and co-founder of the
socialist research platform Super Hellpress.
/PZTLKP\T\UZWLJPÄJHWWYVHJO[VHY[HUK
to research generates vast quantities of
work involving painting, drawing, bookwork,
installation and video.
daarseneau@gmail.com
Based out of Moncton and Montreal, Maryse
Arseneault combines intervention with print,
KYH^PUNHUK]PKLVÄUKPUN^H`Z[VHJ[P]H[L
space and spark critical dialogue. Since
completing her BFA in 2006 (Université de
Moncton), she has shared a studio in the
Centre culturel Aberdeen (Moncton, NB),
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